The author of acclaimed novel LONGLEAF continues the saga of teenage sleuth Jason Caldwell. Set at NASAs Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama, SPACE incorporates factual information about astronomy and Americas space program into its intriguing tale of suspicion and pursuit. The story communicates values of empathy and integrity as Jason struggles to understand his acerbic sidekick and makes promises to respect the confidence of others.

My Personal Review:
I hope Roger keeps up the good work. I knew a good deal about the setting for his first book (the longleaf forest), but very little about the setting for his second book (space). As Roger has told me "it's a little bigger ecosystem."
I enjoyed Space, and I really commend him for doing such a good job at getting the science correct in both Longleaf and Space. The people I have talked to at NASA were as excited about Space as I was with Longleaf.
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